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All Candidates' performance across questions

Question Title N Mean S D Max Mark F F Attempt %
1 3485 5 1.6 7 71 99.9
2 3482 4.3 1.5 6 71 99.8
3 3463 7.4 3.6 12 61.4 99.3
4 3418 3.2 2.4 7 45.1 98
5 3451 3.1 1.5 6 52.2 98.9
6 3436 7.5 2 10 74.9 98.5
7 3437 5.1 3.2 9 56.8 98.5
8 3395 4.7 2.4 7 67.8 97.3
9 3260 3.4 3 8 41.9 93.4

10 3037 1.4 1.3 3 45.9 87
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Sticky Note
Usually the question number

Sticky Note
The number of candidates attempting that question

Sticky Note
The mean score is calculated by adding up the individual candidate scores and dividing by the total number of candidates. If all candidates perform well on a particular item, the mean score will be close to the maximum mark. Conversely, if candidates as a whole perform poorly on the item there will be a large difference between the mean score and the maximum mark. A simple comparison of the mean marks will identify those items that contribute significantly to the overall performance of the candidates.However, because the maximum mark may not be the same for each item, a comparison of the means provides only a partial indication of candidate performance. Equal means does not necessarily imply equal performance. For questions with different maximum marks, the facility factor should be used to compare performance.

Sticky Note
The standard deviation measures the spread of the data about the mean score. The larger the standard deviation is, the more dispersed (or less consistent) the candidate performances are for that item. An increase in the standard deviation points to increased diversity amongst candidates, or to a more discriminating paper, as the marks are more dispersed about the centre. By contrast a decrease in the standard deviation would suggest more homogeneity amongst the candidates, or a less discriminating paper, as candidate marks are more clustered about the centre.

Sticky Note
This is the maximum mark for a particular question

Sticky Note
The facility factor for an item expresses the mean mark as a percentage of the maximum mark (Max. Mark) and is a measure of the accessibility of the item. If the mean mark obtained by candidates is close to the maximum mark, the facility factor will be close to 100 per cent and the item would be considered to be very accessible. If on the other hand the mean mark is low when compared with the maximum score, the facility factor will be small and the item considered less accessible to candidates.

Sticky Note
For each item the table shows the number (N) and percentage of candidates who attempted the question. When comparing items on this measure it is important to consider the order in which the items appear on the paper. If the total time available for a paper is limited, there is the possibility of some candidates running out of time. This may result in those items towards the end of the paper having a deflated figure on this measure. If the time allocated to the paper is not considered to be a significant factor, a low percentage may indicate issues of accessibility. Where candidates have a choice of question the statistics evidence candidate preferences, but will also be influenced by the teaching policy within centres.
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Sticky Note

 Even though this candidate has ended up with 3        cos2(theta), they have changed it into 3sec2(theta) and then into 3+3tan2(theta), obtaining the correct quadratic equation in tan(theta). 












(b) (i) R = 4        B1 
Correctly expanding cos (φ – α) and using either 4 cos α = √5  
or 4 sin α = √11 or tan α = √11  to find α    


                           √5 
(f.t. candidate’s value for R) M1 


α = 56°                          (c.a.o) A1 
(ii) Least value of                       1                  =          1        . 


√5 cos φ + √11 sin φ + 6        4 × k + 6   
 (k = 1 or – 1)        


   (f.t. candidate’s value for R) M1 
Least value =  1   (f.t. candidate’s value for R) A1 


           10 
Corresponding value for φ = 56°  (o.e.)   


(f.t. candidate’s value for α ) A1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 












Sticky Note

Many candidates have lost the middle term (i.e they thought that cosxsecx=0). Quite a few did not even have the middle term to begin with.












10. Complete the following proof by contradiction to show that       is irrational.  


  Assume that       is rational. Then       may be written in the form     ,


  where a, b are integers having no factors in common. 


  ∴ a2 = 7b2. 
  ∴ a2 has a factor 7.
  ∴ a has a factor 7 so that a = 7k, where k is an integer. [3]
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77 a
b












Sticky Note

This candidate has memorised the formulae for R and tan(alpha) in terms of a and b, without really knowing how to distinguish between a and b. By not expanding R cos (phi – alpha), and comparing coefficients, candidates are taking a risk and very often losing two easy marks. 












Sticky Note

The vast majority of candidates weren’t able to proceed from this point.  Many of them didn’t even divide the -5 by cos2(theta) and were left with a quadratic in tan(theta),  albeit completely incorrect.  





















 (b) (i) Express                                  in the form                      , where R and α are
   constants with R > 0 and 0° < α < 90°.


 (ii) Use your result to part (i) to find the least value of


  Write down a value for φ for which this least value occurs. [6]


5 cosφ + 11sinφ Rcos φ −α( )


1
5 cosφ + 11sinφ + 6


.






























(b) Substituting 4a for x and 8b for y in equation of tangent  M1 
16ab = 12abp – abp3 ⇒ p3 – 12p + 16 = 0      (convincing)        A1 


  (p – 2)(p2 + 2p – 8) = 0      M1 
(p – 2)(p – 2)(p + 4)  = 0      A1 
p = 2 corresponds to (4a, 8b) ⇒ p = – 4 (c.a.o.)   A1 






























3. (a) Show that the equation


5 cos2θ + 7 sin2θ  = 3 sin2θ


  may be rewritten in the form


a tan2θ + b tanθ + c = 0,


  where a, b, c are non-zero constants whose values are to be found.
  Hence, find all values of θ in the range 0° X θ X 180° satisfying the equation


   5 cos2θ + 7 sin 2θ  = 3 sin2θ. [6]












Sticky Note

 This is an example of a very common mistake Candidate has expanded cos (phi – alpha), but has not multiplied through by R. Consequently, they obtained two incorrect trig equations and lost two marks. 












Sticky Note

In order for the second B mark to be awarded this statement must be preceded by: ∴ 7 is a factor of b2.No further marks can be awarded in a proof once a B0 is given. 













Sticky Note

A very common error, this candidate has used the remainder theorem to verify that p=2 is a solution to the cubic, but has not made any attempts to find the other solutions. As p=2 corresponds to the point (4a, 8b) this candidate gets zero marks for this part. 












Sticky Note

A very common mistake. This candidate has attempted to factorise the integrand, but has not considered every term. In many cases 1/2 has been taken out just from the fraction (cos (2x)+1)/2.












Sticky Note

In order for the second B mark to be awarded this statement must be followed by:therefore b has a factor of 7. No further marks can be awarded in a proof once a B0 is given. 





















3. (a) 5 cos2θ + 7 × 2 sinθ cosθ  = 3 sin2θ  
(correct use of sin2θ = 2 sinθ cosθ )   M1 


An attempt to form a quadratic equation in tanθ by dividing 
throughout by cos2θ and then using tanθ = sinθ    m1 
                          cosθ 
3 tan2θ – 14 tanθ – 5 = 0       (c.a.o.) A1 
 tan θ = – 1 , tan θ = 5         (c.a.o.) A1 
               3     


  θ = 161·57°                      B1 
θ = 78·69°                      B1 
Note: F.t. candidate’s derived quadratic equation in tanθ. 
Do not award the corresponding B1 if the candidate gives more than 
one root in that particular branch. Ignore roots outside range. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 












Sticky Note

This is a perfect example of how this question should be answered. This candidate has expanded cos (phi – alpha), multiplied through by R and compared coefficients.
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Sticky Note

This candidate has not shown any workings out for solving the cubic equation. In addition they have failed to convince us that they know that p=2 is a repeated root and that there isn't another solution to the cubic.  






























Sticky Note

This candidate has divided through by sin(theta) cos(theta), and then multiplied through by tan(theta), obtaining the correct quadratic equation in tan(theta). 












Sticky Note

This is an example of a very common mistake:  Quite a few candidates didn’t know how to integrate sec2x so they changed it to 1                            cos2x and then to 2                  cos2x+1. It is important to note that the integral of sec2x is given in the formula booklet! 












Sticky Note

A valid reason (i.e. therefore a and b have a common factor) must be given for the final mark to be awarded. 





















4. The region R is bounded by the curve y = cos x + sec x, the x-axis and the lines 
                      . Find the volume of the solid generated when R is rotated through four
 right angles about the x-axis. Give your answer correct to two decimal places. [7]


x = π
6
, x = π


3












Sticky Note

The majority of candidates did not realise that p=2 corresponds to the point (4a, 8b) and did not eliminate it. The question clearly asked for the value of p. 












 
 
10.  a2 = 7b2 ⇒ (7k)2 = 7b2 ⇒ b2 = 7k2      B1 


∴ 7 is a factor of b2 and hence 7 is a factor of b    B1 
∴ a and b have a common factor, which is a contradiction to the original 
assumption         B1 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 












4.                               π/3 
Volume = π⌠(cos x + sec x)2


 dx       B1 
       ⌡    


             π/6                        


Correct use of cos2
 x = (1 + cos 2x)      M1 


                     2   
 Integrand = (1 + cos 2x) + 2 +  sec2x                  (c.a.o.)  A1
      2 


⌠a cos 2x dx = a sin 2x         (a ≠ 0)                                         B1 
⌡              2           
⌠b dx = bx  and  ⌠sec2x dx = tan x (b ≠ 0)                                   B1


 ⌡                        ⌡ 
             
Correct substitution of correct limits in candidate’s integrated expression of   
the form 
px +qsin 2x + tan x       ( p ≠ 0 ,q ≠ 0)                                                      M1   


             
Volume = π × (4∙566551037 – 2∙102853559) = 7∙74               (c.a.o.)   A1 
Note: Answer only with no working earns 0 marks 
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 (b) The tangent to C at the point P intersects C again at the point with coordinates (4a, 8b). 
Show that p satisfies the equation 


p3 – 12p + 16 = 0.
 
  Hence find the value of p. [5]




















